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Phone extension pole tripod set PGYTECH with 1/4" adapter an

Selfie stick/stand PGYTECH with phone holder, sports camera with 1/4 thread, foot and adjustable length
Awaken your creativity and see with what ease you can take impressive photos and record original content. PGYTECH has an innovative
proposition for  you -  a  selfie  stick  and tripod in  one with an additional  holder  for  your  phone.  The universal  1/4"  thread ensures wide
compatibility  with  popular  devices.  You  can  conveniently  adjust  the  length  of  the  handle  from 17  to  47  cm.  What's  more,  Cold  Shoe
mounts on both sides of the handle and on the tripod allow you to mount additional accessories.
 
Tripod and selfie stick in one
Say goodbye to the need to equip yourself  with several  products and enjoy the many possibilities of  the P-GM-219 model!  PGYTECH's
proposal will realize all your needs when recording videos and taking photos. You can adjust the length of the selfie stick from 17 to 47
cm. Thanks to this, you can easily take the product with you anywhere and not miss the chance to take a unique shot! If necessary, you
will efficiently extend the built-in tripod and enjoy the convenience of recording video footage.
 
Thoughtful design
Want to create stunning shots and adjust the angle by up to 110°? Or maybe take a group selfie? Techwood's product will enable you to
do  all  this  and  much  more!  The  Cold  Shoe  mount  on  the  tripod  allows  you  to  mount  additional  accessories.  The  product  is  made  of
aluminum  alloy  and  rubber,  non-slip  materials  that  provide  stability  for  your  equipment.  What's  more,  the  tripod  is  equipped  with  a
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panoramic head, so you can conveniently adjust the angle of recording.
 
Universal handle
The mount that the selfie stick/stand comes with is compatible with smartphones from 60 to 92 mm wide. Want to create a recording in
portrait  mode?  Or  maybe  take  a  stunning  landscape  photo?  With  the  PGYTECH  mount,  anything  is  possible!  Cold  Shoe  mounting  is
located on both sides of the mount, so you can freely mount additional accessories such as a microphone or lighting. The 1/4" thread
ensures wide compatibility. You can also adjust the tilt angle by 110°. Don't limit yourself and create original shots!
 
Wide compatibility
Thanks to the 1/4" thread, the PGYTECH product is very versatile. You can use it with many phone models (with a width ranging from 60
to 92 mm), sports cameras and mirrorless cameras. The P-GM-219 model can bear a load of 1 kg. Enjoy the many possibilities offered by
the product and realize your ideas without obstacles!
 
Included:
PGYTECH selfie stick/stand with phone holder
Manufacturer
PGYTECH
Name
PGYTECH Phone Extension Pole Tripod Set
Model
P-GM-219
Function
Selfie stick / tripod / phone holder
Compatibility
Phones from 60 to 92 mm wide, sports cameras, mirrorless cameras
Maximum load capacity
1 kg
Selfie stick adjustment range
From 17 to 47 cm
Material
Aluminum alloy

Preço:

Antes: € 26.0022

Agora: € 23.51

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Accessories  GoPro
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